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1 Abstract 
This document is a summary of all new features added to version 2.6.0 and finally repackaged as version 
2.6.1. 
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2 Major features 

2.1 Configurable UI extra zones 

Several generic UI zones content are now configurable: 

Public and authenticated footers 

Public left & right and authenticated extra zones (including below menu but not for all menu styles) 

Main public home page 

Authenticated sub-header 

Public and authenticated header add-on 

Logon page add-on 

Other (for ad hoc usages) 

The configured content can either be a direct HTML content or an URL of a dedicated JSP. 

For the particular cases of extra zones, an order field allows to indicate in which order zones are to be 
displayed. For other cases the only allowed order is 1. For this kind of contents it is also possible to indicate 
whether the zone is collapsible (and in that case if it is collapsed by default). 
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Moreover, all these configurable UI zones are grantable (with same logic as for shortcuts : no group attached 
means accessible to all) 
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2.2 Field indexation 

Simplicité integrates the Lucene (Apache) 
libraries to index some of your designed 
objects and fields.  

The designer can easily change the indexable 
property in the « Field » form. 

After a cache cleaning and an index rebuild, 
Simplicité will manage the indexation of all 
objects containing the field. 

The index will be used by the UI to add 2 new 
functionaries: 

Full objects search 

Field completion 

 

For instance, the user login should be indexed as follow: 

 

 

2.2.1 Full objects search 

After a full index rebuild, end-user can make a full search using a new search panel zone. To activate and 
display this panel on the UI, designer must set the system property SHOW_SEARCH_INDEX to “yes”. 

 

The search retrieves all the object/records: 

matching with the Lucene query (only the Lucene syntax is supported) 

ordered by the Lucene scoring 

records and actions are granted to the user 
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See http://lucene.apache.org/ for more information about Lucene usage (query syntax, tools and benches). 

2.2.2 Field completion 

A new functionality has been added to the UI to help the user to complete the input fields. Lucene will search 
the values starting with the first entered characters in the indexed field: 

 

2.3 Apache Tika® integration 

The LIUS components have been removed (not supported anymore) to use the new TIKA project (from 
Apache Lucene). This open source gives to Simplicity the faculty to index the recent document contents: 

Microsoft Office© 2007 (OXML in Word docx, Excel xlsx, PowerPoint pptx) 

Outlook© exported emails 

PDF files 

See http://lucene.apache.org/tika/ for more information. 

2.4 Notepad field type 

A new field type has been added to Simplicité to manage notepad contents: 

allows the user to add a text to a global notebook stored in the field 

adds the login and the updated date to the main text 

Designer can configure this property in the Field form: 

http://lucene.apache.org/
http://lucene.apache.org/tika/
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A new button is added to this field to switch in the edit mode: 

 
 
When the form is saved, the text is added to the notepad in the first position: 
 

Show/Hide  the edit area 
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2.5 Action buttons location 

This change is not a major change in terms of functionalities but – slightly - impacts some very usual actions 
done on business objects: 

A “Go to object definition” has been added on search page (for designer profiles) next to the existing create 
button 

 

The same button has be relocated on list page to be consistent with search page location and the “Export “ 
button which used to be at that location has been relocated close to the other list-related action buttons 
(which is also more consistent) : 

 

The action buttons order has also been change on the form page to be more consistent (definition button is 
now the first one, export button is before XML direct export button) 
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2.6 Beta simplified generic web UI for mobile usage 

A simplified generic web UI is now provided as beta. This UI is intended to mobile devices (including basic 
phones). It’s main objective is to provided core standard Simplicité® mechanisms while having lightest pages 
as possible and small display-friendly layout and behavior. 

So far it remains a read-only UI. The next versions will integrate update features. 

 

This feature can be activated using the SHOW_MOBILE system parameter. 
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This simplified web UI is also convenient for text mode usage (e.g. on a UNIX server without graphical 
display. 

 

Typical interest of this text-mode usage is : 

Testing Simplicité® application installation as close as possible to the server (without any side effect from the 
network or client) 

Benchmarking core processing of the Simplicité® engine (without any impact of the client-side rendering) 

Etc. 
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2.7 Phone number field 

A new type of field has been added to handle specifically phone numbers. So far it was possible to use an 
external type (regular expression checked) but the new type is close to the behavior of existing email type. 

A phone number field adds an URL to trigger direct calls to this number. 

On the regular generic web UI, the behavior of these links depends on local client settings. For instance, if 

Skype® is installed and configured to handle callto:// URL schemes, then clicking on the phone number 

fields (or on the telephone logo next to phone number field on forms) launches a Skype® out call: 
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On simplified mobile generic web UI, the link follows the tel: URL scheme which is properly handled by 

mobile devices to trigger a phone call: 
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2.8 Modified scripted adapters usage 

The adapter usage has been aligned for scripted adapters. 

The principle is now to read data from input stream (implicit for AWK, named in for BeanShell) and to write 

results to output stream (implicit for AWK, named out for BeanShell) 

For BeanShell, the current Grant is set as the grant variable. 

Here is a simple AWK example: 

BEGIN { FS=";" } 

/^[  ]*#/ || /^[  ;]*$/ { next } 

{ 

print "<object>" 

print " <name>SystemParam</name>" 

print " <action>upsert</action>" 

print " <data>" 

print "  <sys_code>"$1"</sys_code>" 

print "  <sys_value>"$2"</sys_value>" 

if ($3 != "") 

 print "  <row_module_id.mdl_name>"$3"</row_module_id.mdl_name>" 

print "  </data>" 

print "</object>" 

} 

Here is a equivalent example in BeanShell: 

String line; 

while ((line = in.readLine()) != null) { 

 line = line.trim(); 

 if (!line.startsWith("#")) { 

  String[] vals = line.split(";"); 

  if (vals.length >= 2) { 

   out.println("<object>"); 

   out.println("<name>SystemParam</name>"); 

   out.println("<action>upsert</action>"); 

   out.println("<data>"); 

   out.println("<sys_code>" + vals[0] + "</sys_code>"); 

   out.println("<sys_value>" + vals[1] + "</sys_value>"); 

   if (vals.length >= 3) 

    out.println("<row_module_id.mdl_name>" + vals[2] + 

"</row_module_id.mdl_name>"); 

   out.println("</data>"); 

   out.println("</object>"); 

  } 

 } 

} 

2.9 Java adapters 

To allow more robust (and easier to debug) adapters it is now possible to configure Java adapters (in 
addition to scripted adapters). The script type is JAVA and the script content must contain the fully qualified 
name of a Java class. 

This class must implement the com.simplicite.utils.integration.AdapterInterface interface, 

which means implementing the two following methods: 

public void init(Grant g); 

public void process(InputStream in, OutputStream out); 

In order to simplify adapter development several pre implemented adapters will be provided. In this version a 
simple line based adapters is provided as an abstract class to be overridden: 

com.simplicite.util.integration. LineBasedAdapter. The methods to be overridden are in this 

case (current grant is available using the getGrant() method).: 

public String preProcess(} 

public String postProcess() 

public String processLine(int lineNumber, String line) 

A good practice is to put your adapters in your com.simplicite.adapters.<Module> packages. 
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2.10 Calculated field 

A new expression field has been added to the “Field” administration. Administrator can design a BeanShell 
expression to evaluate the field at runtime by end-users. 

 

Two syntaxes are supported: 

Java simple expression including object fields under brackets 

 

String expression, sample to evaluate a full name: 

([usr_last_name]+" "+[usr_first_name]).trim() 

 

Float expression, sample to evaluate a price 

[unit_fee]*[quantity] + [fixed_fee] 

 

Boolean expression, sample to evaluate a risk flag 

[bill_id.amount]>10000 && [customer_id.is_vip] 

 

Java complex expression including the current displayed object, examples: 

 

Access to ObjectDB APIs, only available with persistent field (stored in DB) 

[EXPR: return obj.getField("unit_fee").getFloat()*obj.getField("qtty").getFloat()] 

 

Access to database with SQL requests 

[EXPR: return obj.getGrant().simpleQuery("select a*b from table")] 

 

More complex expression including SQL statement with host values 
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[EXPR: return ([usr_last_name] + " " + [usr_first_name]).trim() + " " +  

obj.getGrant().simpleQuery("select usr_cell_num from m_user where usr_login=’[usr_login]’");] 

 

If the field is designed with a physical name, the calculated field will be persistent in DB and evaluated before 

the preCreate or preUpdate hooks. Otherwise, the field will be evaluated just before the postSearch 

hook in memory. 
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2.11 Bulk association in linked objects 

Designer will be able to activate the “association mode” in any link between two objects. In runtime, end-
users will be able to associate many linked objects in only one screen process. Here is a sample between 
User and Group to create 2 responsibilities in a same time: 

 

 

It’s open the reference popup in a multi-selection mode: 
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When the link has some data to complete, Simplicité displays the link form: 

 

 

Simplicité creates/updates the relationships in a bulk operation: 

 

 

2.12 Alpha grant hooks 

It is now possible to override some Grant-related behavior by overriding the 

com.simplicite.util.GrantHooks class. This will likely to be changed in future versions. Use this at 

your own risks as no upward compatibility will be done on what is available in this version. 
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2.13 Split menu 

A new menu style is now available using the MENU_STYLE system parameter: _split.  

This is a DHTML menu that provides with a main zone for domains, and a secondary zone for domain 
content. 

This renders as follows: 

 

Selected domain is highlighted. 

NB: this change gave the opportunity to change the principle of loading of all DHTML menus, especially the 

_standard, _accordion and _simple that are now directly embedded in main page (previously these 

menus were loading in a dedicated IFRAME which is still tea case for legacy menus) 

2.14 Static resources location 

This change is not a functional change but it impacts the global organization of generic web UI application 
folders, so it is worth mentioning it as a major change. 

Some application server’s web containers strangely consider that static resources (CSS files, JS files, 

images) within an authenticated zone (such as /jsp folder) are not supposed to be cached. Thus they force 

no cache HTTP directives. 

This results in non cached thus non optimized HTTP traffic for all static resources that are located in 

/jsp/scripts folder. It has consequently been decided to relocate these resources in /scripts folder. 
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2.15 JavaScript access APIs 

A simple JavaScript singleton object (Simplicite) is now provided (as a replacement to former 

experimental json_* APIs which have been removed). 

This object provides with various variables and functions to easily manipulate application level elements from 
specific JavaScript code: 

 Grant data using the Simplicite.getGrant() function 

 System parameters using the Simplicite.getSysParam(param) function 

 Texts using the Simplicite.getText(code) function 

 Menu entries using the getMenu() function 

Business object manipulation wrapper is provided as the class Simplcite.BusinessObject: 

An object JavaScript wrapper is instantiated using following constructor statement:  

var myObject = new Simplicite.BusinessObject(<object name>[, <object instance name>]); 

Once instantiated, this wrapper provides the following variables: 

 metadata : current object meta data 

 item : current item of object (typical usage is myObject.item.<field name> or 

myObject.item[<field name>]) 

 list: current list (an array of items) 

 filters: current search filters (same access logic as for items) 

And the following methods: 

 loadMetaData(context) where context is one of provided Simplicite.CONTEXT_* 

constant 

 get(id) : retrieve a specified item from server 

 getFilters() : retrieve current filters from server 

 search([filters[, pageIndex]]) : search using filters (if omitted current filters are used) 

 update([item]) : update item (if item is omitted current item is used, which is regular usage)  

 create([item]) : create new item (if item is omitted current item is used, which is regular usage)  

 del([item]) : delete item (if item is omitted current item is used, which is regular usage)  

 action(name) : run specified action on server (must be a Java method action) 

 crosstab(name) : get specified cross table raw data 

NB: meta data is not loaded by default, initial state of meta data only contains object name and instance name, 

explicit calls to loadMetaData(context) method is to be done accordingly to object usage. 
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2.16 Adobe Flex® access library 

A simple Adobe Flex® library is provided as an optional beta component to manipulate Simplicité® business 
objects in Adobe Flex® specific components within the Simplicité® generic web UI. 

At that stage, this beta library contains one single class: com.simplicite.BusinessObject providing 

the following public variables and methods: 

public var metaData:Object; 

public var page:int; 

public var maxpage:int; 

public var list:Array; 

public var item:Object; 

 

public function BusinessObject(objectName:String, objectInstanceName:String); 

 

public function getMetaData(context:int, contextParam:String, getMetaDataHandler:Function):void; 

public function search(params:Object, searchHandler:Function):void; 

public function get(rowId:String, getHandler:Function):void; 

public function create(params:Object, createHandler:Function):void; 

public function update(params:Object, updateHandler:Function):void; 

public function del(rowId:String, delHandler:Function):void; 

public function getCrosstabData(crosstab:String, cubes:Boolean, 

getCrosstabDataHandler:Function):void; 

public function action(rowId:String, action:String, actionHandler:Function):void; 

NB: This library relies on the standard JSON facilities 

A basic sample Adobe Flex® demo (as a MXML file) is also provided to demonstrate this library usage: 
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2.17 Open Flash Charts integration 

Another charting library has been included as an alternative to already integrated jChart library. This library is 
the open source Open Flash Charts 2 library. 

The integration of this component allows new type of charts (e.g. radar charts) 

It also allows to have split charts for each line of a cross table: 

 

Usage of this new component is done using the new FLASH_CHARTS system parameter. 
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Minor features 

2.18 Version and powered-by credits 

The system parameter VERSION is now split into 2 separate parameters: 

VERSION which is dedicated to hold the current project version (a good practice is to include an update of 

this system parameter at each new release or patch of an application) 

POWERED_BY which is used in the UI to display the powered-by credits. 

On the generic web UI this credits and version data are displayed on the public and login pages and at the 
bottom of the left side menu (or at the bottom of the extra right zone in case of dropdown menu). 

Public page: 

 

Login page: 
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Authenticated page (classical menu): 

 

Authenticated page (dropdown menu): 
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Rounded layout: 

 

NB: both parameters may include HTML tags. 

2.19 Sub-header zone 

A new optional zone is now available, for instance to include third party components. This zone is located 
under the standard header zone: 
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The content of this zone is an included JSP page (using a <jsp:include /> tag) named 
jsp/SYS_subhead.jsp 

By default, this zone is inhibited by setting the new system parameter SUBHEAD_HEIGHT to 0 (in that case 

the JSP is not even included in the page, same logic as for other optional zones). 

2.20 Dates for Web News 

Publication date for internal news (WebNews object) is now of type date time instead of date as previously. 

There is now also an expiry date. 

Both dates are used when searching for news to be displayed in the GDG_news.jsp gadget, publication date 
must be lower than current date and expiry date must be higher than current date (or absent). 

2.20.1 Impact on existing data 

All publication date data for object WebNews is to be converted into date time format (YYYY-MM-DD 

hh:mm:ss). 

2.21 Default external RSS 

A new system parameter called RSS_URL allow to point to any external RSS feed for RSS reader gadget. 

By default, i.e. when no explicit URL is passed to the gadget (using the url parameter), and when the 

RSS_URL parameter is not present (which is the case by default), the default URL which is used is the URL 

for internal news as RSS (/<root>/GDG_news.jsp?rss=true). 

2.22 Application error page 

A new dedicated page has been added for displaying application error: SYS_error.jsp. Possible 

parameters are code for an error code, msg for a plain error message, url for including a dedicated page. 

Typical usage in a specific JSP page is as follows: 

if (…) 

{ 

 %><jsp:forward page="SYS_error.jsp?code=ERR_xxx"/><% 

} 
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2.23 Server error page 

A new error page has been added to trap internal server errors (HTTP 500) and page not found errors 
(HTTP 404). Its look and feel is similar to application error page described above (and it can be used 
explicatively the same way) 

The only difference is that this page is handled by the application server and that, in case of error 500, the 
HTML source contains the full stack trace of the Java exception: 

2.24 QuickParam substitutions 

Simplicité® QuickParam syntax now allow to have commas, colons, semicolons and carriage returns in 
labels and translations using special characters sequences that are substituted when generating XML. 

The syntax is as follows: 

%CR% carriage return 

%CM% : comma “,” 

%CL% : colon “;” 

%SC% : semicolon 

2.25 Google map gadget 

A new gadget is now available for display Goggle Maps® map (this gadget uses the place maps APIs): 

 

The JSP for this gadget is GDG_gmap.jsp, the possible parameters are: 

lat : latitude 

lng : longitude 

zoom : zoom level 

This gadget is only displayed if the GMAP_KEY system parameter exists and contains a valid Google Maps® 

license key. 
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2.26 HTML API for hierarchical view 

New HTML low level APIs have been created to allow easy hierarchical data representations, such as: 

 

These APIs are static methods of the HTMLPage class: 

openHierarchyArea starts a hierarchical area 

closeHierarchyArea ends a hierarchical area 

hierarchyArea does open and close around the content given as parameter 

To display several levels of hierarchy, these APIs can be called recursively: 

hierarchyArea(hierarchyArea(hierarchyArea(…))); 

At JavaScript level two new APIs have been added to allow toggling table cells or rows on the same principle 
as for divs: 

toggleCellAndImage toggles table cell 

toggleRowAndImage toggles table row 
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2.27 URL for free form areas 

It is now possible to append an optional third parameter to free form areas (as defined in form templates), 

this parameter is considered to be a URL to be included in the page using the <jsp:include page=…/> 

method (same principle as for Views): 

The syntax is now: [AREA:<div id>;<text code>;<url>] 

Only <div id> is required, <text code> can be omitted or left empty (then no area title will be displayed), 

<url> must be omitted to avoid trying to include empty URL page (which would result in errors) 

Example: Adding in the User object template the following area definition 

[AREA:test;PASSWORD;SYS_chgpwd.jsp] 

Results in inserting the change password page in the main user form: 
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2.28 Right to left fields 

It is now possible to configure a field to have a right to left orientation (like for Arabic/Hebrew/…) instead of 
left to right used in Western languages: 

The result would be something like : 

 

2.29 Lists of values for any language 

It is now possible to configure list of values entries valid for any languages. When loading or displaying a list 
of values, current user’s language values are loaded plus values valid for any language. 

2.30 Extra zones HTML APIs 

New HTML APIs are available to generate extra zones (like the RSS and news gadgets): 

static String openExtraZone(String icon, String title) 

static String openExtraZone(String icon, String title, String id, boolean collapsible, boolean 

collapsed) 

static String closeExtraZone() 

static String extraZone(String icon, String title, String content) 
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2.31 REST interface proof of concept 

This new feature is only an incomplete proof of concept but is yet worth mentioning. 

The Simplicité® web service gateway now proposes simple REST compliant assessors to Simplicité® 
business objects (more information about REST can be found on Wikipedia: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_State_Transfer). 

Although several formats will be proposed in the future (CSV, XML …), the scope of the proof of concept has 
been restricted to JSON formatting. Moreover chosen URLs schemes may change in the future. 

The URL for getting list of a particular business object is: 

http://<host>:<port>/<application>ws/rest/<json|xml|csv>/<object> 

The HTTP method is GET and the output is an array of JSON objects. Ex: 

 

It is possible to add parameters for search parameters (or pagination management). Ex (all special 

characters as the % wildcard needs to be URL encoded): 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_State_Transfer
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The URL for acting on a particular business object item is: 

http://<host>:<port>/<application>ws/rest/<json|xml|csv>/<object>/<row_id> 

For reading an existing object item, the HTTP method is GET and the output is a single JSON object. Ex: 

 

For creating a new object item, the HTTP method is PUT and all parameters are passed as a simple HTTP 
query string. The technical identifier is to be set to 0 as it is generated on the server side. The output is the 
created object JSON representation including generated technical identifier. 

For updating an existing object item, the HTTP method is POST and all parameters are passed as a simple 
HTTP query string. The output is the updated object JSON representation. 

For deleting an existing object item, the HTTP method is DELETE (no extra parameters are required). No 
output is returned. 

NB: In all cases if the operation is successful an HTTP 200 code is returned. If an object or an object item is not 
found an HTTP 404 (Not found) code is returned, if an object is not granted for the requested operation for the 
connected user an HTTP 403 (Forbidden) code is returned. In all other unexpected error case an HTTP 500 
(Internal Server Error) is returned. 

2.32 New list and search tools styles 

New styles have been added for list and search pages tools: 

worklisttools : used on object level action buttons zone (on lists and search pages) and on pagination 

and action buttons zone (on list pages and selection popups) 

worksearchtools: used on search pages for predefine search zone and order cells 

workfieldtools : used on list pages for individual action buttons 

2.33 Disposition specific styles 

It is now possible to override styles per disposition. Disposition specific styles are to be put in 

images/image/<disposition>/disposition.css file. 

As for application level specific styles (in images/application.css), any default style element can be 

overridden individually (for instance it is possible to override only the color: element of a particular style). 

NB: in all cases application customized styles are included at the very end thus cannot be overridden 

Example: This styles changes produce the following layout (_light disposition) 

/* Disposition specific styles */ 

body { background-attachment: fixed; background-position: center center; background-repeat: no-

repeat; } 

div#d_head { background-color: transparent; background-image: none; } 

table.head { background-position: left center; } 

td.mainheader { border-left: none 0px; border-right: none 0px; } 

p.head { color: #FFFFFF; } 

a.head:link, a.head:visited, a.head:active, a.head:hover { color: #FFFFFF; } 

p.headsc { color: #FFFFFF; font-size: 12px; font-weight: bold; } 

a.headsc:link, a.headsc:visited, a.headsc:active, a.headsc:hover { color: #FFFFFF; } 

td.mainleftborder { background-image: none; } 

td.mainrightborder { background-image: none; } 

p.workfieldname { color: #000000; } 

p.workrequiredfieldname { color: #7F4747; } 

p.workheadfieldname { color: #000000; font-weight: normal; } 
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td.workfield, td.workfieldname { background-color: transparent; } 

td.workheadfieldname { background-image: none; background-color: #C0C0C0; } 

td.workfieldtools, td.worksearchtools { background-image: none; background-color: #E0E0E0; } 

p.workfieldtools, p.worksearchtools { color: #000000; } 

td.workfieldname { background-image: none; vertical-align: top; } 

td.panel_center { color: #303030; } 

td.panel_left, td.panel_center, td.panel_right { background-image: none; background-color: #FFFFFF; 

} 

table.border { background-color: #F0F0F0; } 

table.tablelogon { background-image: url(logon.jpg); } 

p.plogon { color: #FFFFFF; } 

td.mainleft { background-image: none; background-color: transparent; border: none 0px; } 

td.mainright { background-image: none; background-color: transparent; border: none 0px; } 

td.mainextra { background-image: none; background-color: transparent; padding-right: 0px; border: 

none 0px; } 

table.submain, td.submain { border: none 0px; } 

td.mainwork { border: none 0px; padding-top: 5px; } 

#i_work { border: solid 1px #A0A0A0; } 

td.mainfooter { padding-top: 3px; } 

 

Another example is given with _black1 disposition to show how to change header and logon images into 

JPEG images instead of PNG. 

2.34 New HTML API for simple form 

The existing HTMLPage.openForm(String formName, [String extraTags]) API is convenient for 

standard object managed forms (e.g. handling special events such as form leaving without saving) but it is 
sometime required to have very simple forms. It was possible to do that setting the extraTags parameter to 

something like “action=\”<url>\” method=\”get\” onSubmit=\”return false;\””. Now a 

simpler API has been created to allow that without having to remember to tweak the onSubmit tag: 

openSimpleForm(String formName, String action, String method) 
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2.35 Example of email with attachment and embedded images 

A new action (USR_EMAIL) has been added on User object to demonstrate how to generate an email with  

attachments and embedded images, this action calls the following Java method (which may seems long but 
is rather simple), attachment related lines are in green bold, embedded image related are in red bold: 

public synchronized String sendMail() { 

 String email = getField("usr_email").getValue(); 

 

 if (!email.equals("")) 

 { 

  try  

  { 

   Mail mail = new Mail(); 

    

   String from = null; // Default mail.user defined for mail service is used 

   String[] to = { email }; 

   String[] cc = null; 

   String[] bcc = null; 

 

   // Add user as vCard as attachment 

   Mail.MailAttach[] attachs = new Mail.MailAttach[1]; 

   attachs[0] = mail.objectAttach(this, "User-VCARD"); 

 

   // Add user as picture as inlined 

   Mail.MailImage[] images = null; 

   String imgId = getField("usr_image_id").getValue(); 

   if (!imgId.equals("")) 

   { 

    images = new Mail.MailImage[1]; 

    images[0] = mail.new MailImage(getRowId() 

     + "_" + imgId, getGrant().getDocDir() + "/" 

     + DocumentDB.getDocument(imgId, getGrant()).getRelativePath()); 

   } 

  

   String subject = getField("usr_first_name").getValue() 

    + " " + getField("usr_last_name").getValue(); 

 

   // Build email body 

   StringBuffer body = new StringBuffer(); 

   body.append("<table border=\"0\"><tr><td>"); 

   body.append("<h3>" + getField("usr_login").getValue() + "</h3>"); 

   body.append("<p><b>" + getField("usr_first_name").getValue() 

   + " " + getField("usr_last_name").getValue() + "</b></p>"); 

   if (!imgId.equals("")) 

   { 

    body.append("</td><td>"); 

    body.append(images[0].getRefUrl()); 

   } 

   body.append("</td></tr></table>"); 

   body.append("<table border=\"0\"><tr><td>"); 

   body.append("<p><i>" + getField("usr_address1").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_address2").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_zipcode").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_city").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_state").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_country").getValue() + "</i></p>"); 

   body.append("</td><td>"); 

   body.append("<p>" + getField("usr_email").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_work_num").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_home_num").getValue()); 

   body.append("<br/>" + getField("usr_cell_num").getValue() + "</p>"); 

   body.append("</td></tr></table>"); 

 

   String mime = "text/html"; 

 

   mail.sendWithAttach( 

     to, 

     from, 

     cc, 

     bcc, 

     subject, 

     body.toString(), 

     "text/html", 

     null, 

     attachs, 
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     images); 

  } 

  catch (Exception e) 

  { 

   AppLog.error(getClass(), "sendDataMail", "Error sending mail", e, getGrant()); 

  } 

 } 

 

 return null; 

} 

This results as follows on Google mail web client (same result on Microsoft Outlook® 2007) 

 

NB 1: The vCard publication is also added as an attachment. 

NB 2: in the example the email is sent to current user’s declared email address (which is not really a very useful 
feature ;-). 
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2.36 Example of vCard publication template embedding images 

The existing vCard publication template on User object has been improved to integrate the user’s picture. 
Changed part is indicated in red and bold below: 

[BEGIN] 

BEGIN:VCARD 

VERSION:2.1 

N:[VALUE:usr_last_name];[VALUE:usr_first_name] 

TEL;CELL:[VALUE:usr_cell_num] 

TEL;WORK;VOICE:[VALUE:usr_work_num] 

TEL;HOME;VOICE:[VALUE:usr_home_num] 

EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:[VALUE:usr_email] 

UID:[VALUE:usr_login] 

ADR;WORK:;[VALUE:usr_address2];[VALUE:usr_address1];[VALUE:usr_city];[VALUE:usr_state];[VALUE:usr_zi

pcode];[VALUE:usr_country] 

PHOTO;ENCODING=BASE64:[EXPR:res = DocumentDB.toBase64(obj.getField("usr_image_id").getValue(), 

obj.getGrant());] 

END:VCARD 

[END] 

This results on a following vCard opened by Microsoft Outlook® 2007: 
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2.37 Example of Office publication templates embedding images 

New publication templates (User-WORD and User-EXCEL) have been provided for User object to 

demonstrate the way to generate Microsoft Word® or Excel® readable documents with embedded images 
(ex: the user picture). 

The principle is to generate multipart HTML document (*.mht), similar – but different – to email content, in 

which each image is inlined as BASE64 encoded. This kind of document opens correctly on both Word 2007 
and Excel 2007. 

NB: for simpler publication that does not require embedded images, plain HTML is sufficient. 

The interesting parts of the template used by the 2 publication templates (User-MHT) are in red and bold: 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

Content-Type: multipart/related; boundary="__[LABEL:User]_[VALUE:row_id]" 

 

--__[LABEL:User]_[VALUE:row_id] 

Content-Type: text/html; charset="[EXPR:res = Globals.getPlatformEncoding();]" 

 

<html> 

<head> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=[EXPR:res = 

Globals.getPlatformEncoding();]"> 

</head> 

<body> 

<table border="1"> 

<tr> 

<td rowspan="2" valign="top"><img src="cid:[EXPR:res = 

DocumentDB.getDocument(obj.getField("usr_image_id").getValue(), obj.getGrant()).getName();]"></td> 

<td><big>[VALUE:usr_first_name] [VALUE:usr_last_name]</big></td> 

</tr> 

<tr><td><i> 

<b>[LABEL:User:usr_email]</b> : [VALUE:usr_email] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_work_num]</b> : [VALUE:usr_work_num] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_home_num]</b> : [VALUE:usr_home_num] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_cell_num]</b> : [VALUE:usr_cell_num] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_address1]</b> : [VALUE:usr_address1] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_address2]</b> : [VALUE:usr_address2] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_zipcode]</b> : [VALUE:usr_zipcode] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_city]</b> : [VALUE:usr_city] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_state]</b> : [VALUE:usr_state] 

<br><b>[LABEL:User:usr_country]</b> : [VALUE:usr_country] 

</i></td></tr> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

--__[LABEL:User]_[VALUE:row_id] 

Content-Id: [EXPR:res = DocumentDB.getDocument(obj.getField("usr_image_id").getValue(), 

obj.getGrant()).getName();] 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

Content-Type: [EXPR:res = DocumentDB.getDocument(obj.getField("usr_image_id").getValue(), 

obj.getGrant()).getMIME();] 

Content-Disposition: inline 

 

[EXPR:res = DocumentDB.toBase64(obj.getField("usr_image_id").getValue(), obj.getGrant());] 

 

--__[LABEL:User]_[VALUE:row_id]-- 
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The result on Word 2007 is something like: 

 

The result on Excel 2007 is something like: 
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2.38 Logo on logon page 

As for header zone, the logo (i.e. the default image called logo.png) is now also added over the logon 

background image. This allows changing the logo without having to draw a new logon image: 

 

2.39 Default load method implementation 

For some odd reasons the load(Grant) method had no default implementation in 

com.simplicite.util.ObjectDB. This forced to add an explicit implementation in all business object 

classes even when no particular static business rules were required. 

Now this method is implemented like this: 

public void load(Grant grant) { 

 init(this.getClass().getSimpleName(),grant); 

} 

This allows avoiding implementing this method in many cases. When a specific implementation is required to 
add some static business logic, the typical implementation is something like: 

public void load(Grant g) { 

 super.load(g); 

 

 // My static business logic 

 … 

} 

All implemented object classes can now be updated accordingly (previous recommended way of 
implementing this method is still valid however). 

2.40 Extended easy mode 

Some new simplified configurations have been added to core configuration objects to extend the “easy 
mode”. 

For instance default module has been generalized to some objects on which it was still missing, a created 
action is now automatically granted to default group, etc. 
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2.41 Module for adapter 

The Adapter object was not attached to a module, it is now the case. For upward compatibility, it is required 

that all existing adapters are put into a module. 

2.42 Object Alert hooks 

Two hooks have been added to override/update the alert sent in state models context. 

public String preAlert(Alert a) : useful to override the Alert definition, the contextual recipients, 

subject or content, etc. 

public String postAlert(Alert a) : useful to add specific rules after the email is sent (such as 

logging and trace). 

2.43 New core object API for create with defaults 

A new API has been added in ObjectCore to allow resetting values of an object to defaults values  

public void resetValues(boolean defaultValues), the existing resetValue() method sets 

defaultValues to false. 

2.44 JavaScript optional function on field changes 

It is now possible to add a specific JavaScript function to handle the changes made on a field. This method 

can be located in web/script/application.js or directly in the form template. 

The naming of this method is <JS-ified field input name>_changed where <JS-ified field 

input name> is the actual field input name where “.” (present in referred fields input names) Is 

transformed in “__” (double underscore) 

Ex: 

function usr_login_changed(field, obj) { 

 alert(“You have changed login !”); 

} 

Implementing such method is, of course, not mandatory for any field. 
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2.45 JavaScript optional functions on list click 

It is now possible to add a specific JavaScript function to handle the clicks made on a list. This method can 

be located in web/script/application.js (or in a form template). 

The naming of this function is <object name>_listclicked (for direct lists) or <object 

name>_<parent object name>_<child reference field name>_listclicked (for panel lists). 

Ex: 

function Responsability_listclicked(obj, row_id) { 

 alert(obj + " - " + row_id); 

} 

function Responsability_User_rsp_login_id_listclicked(obj, row_id, parentobj, parentobj_row_id, 

ref_field) { 

 alert(obj + " - " + row_id + " - " + parentobj +  " - " + parentobj_row_id + " - " + 

ref_field); 

} 

Implementing such function is, of course, not mandatory for any object. 

This feature can be activated using the ACTIVE_LISTS system parameter (as a matter of fact if it is not 

useful it is better to switch it off as it increases the size of list pages and panels) 

2.46 JavaScript optional functions on area controls 

It is now possible to add specific JavaScript functions to handle the clicks made on a area controls. These 

functions can be located in web/script/application.js (or in a form template for field areas). 

The naming of the function fired on show/hide controls is <area DOM id>_toggled (a parameter 

true/false is passed, true means that the area is now visible, false means that this area is now hidden). 

The naming of the function fired on tab changes in a multiple area is <multiple area DOM 

id>_tabtoggled (a parameter is passed to indicate which tab has been activated, tab numbering starts at 

0). 

Implementing such functions is, of course, not mandatory in any case. 

2.47 JavaScript optional global page functions 

It is now possible to add specific JavaScript functions to handle various global page events: 

Page load event, method naming is page_loaded() 

Page unload event, method naming is page_unload() 

Return key pressed, method naming is page_returnpressed() 

Esc key pressed, method naming is page_escpressed() 

These methods can be located in web/script/application.js (or in a form template). 

Implementing such method is, of course, not mandatory. 

2.48 JavaScript optional form functions 

It is now possible to add specific JavaScript functions to handle various form events: 

Perform additional checks before saving: form_beforesave() (returns true / false) 

Perform additional checks before saving: form_beforeclose() (returns true / false) 

Both are called in case of save and close action 

These methods should be located in a form template. 

Implementing such method is, of course, not mandatory. 
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2.49 List HOVER effect 

A highlight effect is now done on mouse over on lists: 

 

Same kind o effect is also done on standard menus items. 

2.50 New APIs for getting/setting flag system parameters 

New APIs are available in com.simplicite.util.Grant to get and set flag system parameters. This 

system parameters have “yes” or “no” value : 

public boolean getFlagParameter(String name) 

public void setFlagParameter(String name, boolean value) 

The check is case insensitive (“Yes” or “YES” is considered as “yes”) and also accepts “true” / ”false” or 

Tool.TRUE (“1”) / Tool.FALSE (“0”) values. 

It is recommended to switch the existing getParameter/setParameter to these APIs when dealing with 

flag system parameters. 

2.51 Adjustable number of columns for text areas fields 

The field attribute “Precision” is now used to set the width (number of columns) for fields that are displayed in 
a text area (long strings, notepad …) 

By default (i.e. if precision is left empty) usual platform defaults applies. 

2.52 Attachment in Alert core message 

In an alert content, a simple way to join documents has been added, use the syntax: 

[ATTACH:<doc_field>] 

Where <doc_field> = name or input of the document field (type Document). 
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2.53 Generic web UI made embeddable 

It is now possible to embed the whole generic UI is an external web page’s dedicated IFRAME, this can be 
useful when building an aggregated system (e.g. a “portal”) that must share on the same web page elements 
from a Simplicité® application and other applications. 

 

So far there were some strong assumptions made on the fact that the top level was Simplicité® top level, this 

has been changed using a dedicated JavaScript method getTop() instead of any window.top. 
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2.54 Publication templates on home page 

It is now possible to configure publication templates to be displayed as a home page component. 

The configuration and behavior is similar to graphs and cross tables components: 

 

2.55 Changed browser-side cache management 

The HTTP headers management has been completely refactored in this version to allow finer-grained cache 
management on client side for semi-static resources. 

All fully static resources have been relocated in non authenticated zone to let the web container handle them 
properly (this is in particular the case for the embedded HTML editor which used to be in authenticated 
zoenresulting in non optimized cache management) 

Semi static resources (meaning the one that depends on some global or user level configurations) cache are 

now fully handled by Simplicité® platform using the CACHE_MAXAGE system parameter which gives the 

browser side cache delay (in seconds) 

Of course, all non static resources are still indicated to be non cached (at browser level but also for most 
proxies). 

NB: Simplicité® cannot influence browser side cache management settings, above features only works with a 
properly configured browser meaning the “automatic” default behavior for cache management. 
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2.56 Mixed form templates 

It is now possible to mix standard area template syntax [AREA:…] and specific field template syntax 

[INPUT:…]/[LABEL:…]. In that case all filed substituted as specific is not taken into account in its 

corresponding area. 

The following template example: 

<table> 

 <tr> 

  <td class="area"><h1>[LABEL:tstNumber] = [INPUT:tstNumber]</h1></td> 

 </tr> 

 <tr> 

  <td class="area">[AREA:1]</td> 

 </tr> 

 <tr> 

  <td class="area">[AREA:2,3,4]</td> 

 </tr> 

</table> 

Renders as: 

 

2.57 Template tags for texts and system parameters 

It is now possible to substitute text values (from TEXT list of values) using [TEXT:<text code>] or 

system parameter values using [PARAM:<system parameter code>] in form templates 
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2.58 Location of help, info and more/less buttons 

Some global level buttons that were previously inside form (or on top of lists) have now been put in the page 
title. 

Help button (on search, list and form pages) 

Technical information button (on form button for designer only) 

More/less button (on form only, the more/less button on lists has been kept at the same location because 
lists are also used in embedded situations: panels, home pages …). 

 

 

2.59 Default styles for colored field styles 

Some CSS styles (redbg, orangebg, greenbg, bluebg and violetbg) are now defined by default to 

allow colored background on field for particular values (using field styles feature). These are typically useful 
for status fields. 
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2.60 Generic ObjectDB calls thru WebServices in Java 

All the generic communication thru WebServices (SOAP/HTTP) has been changed to parse and keep 
session context without any Apache Axis frameworks. It increases the performance and simplifies the client 
side integration (the client project must only include the libSimplicite). 

Now any Java POJO should use the ObjectDB generic methods (CRUD) in client side. Generic Porltets (JSR 
168/286) and Eclipse© Simplicité Plugin are based on this interface. For example: 

public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 

 // Prepare the client context 

 ClientData data = new ClientData(); 

 // Webapp serving the WSDL and the WebServices 

 data.setProperty(PROP_WSDL_URL,"http://localhost:8080/simplicitews"); 

 // XSD URL as namespace 

 data.setProperty(PROP_XSD_URL, "http://localhost/simplicite"); 

 // Call timeout (soap/http) 

 data.setProperty(PROP_TIMEOUT, "30000"); 

 // Factory to serialize definition (Grants, Objects) 

 data.setProperty(PROP_FACTORY_URL,"http://localhost:8080/simplicite/factory.jsp"); 

 

 // Prepare the logon (http authent) 

 data.setLogin("designer"); 

 data.setPassword("designer"); 

 

 // Retrieve the user rights (use the factory) 

 Grant g = data.getGrant(); 

 // Set the client context (the cache to use) 

 g.setParameter(ObjectWS.CLIENT_CONTEXT, "DynamicInvokerTester"); 

 // Retrieve one objet definition (use the factory) 

 ObjectDB sys = data.getObject("test_SystemParam", "SystemParam"); 

 

 // Now use any CRUD access thru blinded WebServices 

 // Create 

 sys.getField("row_id").setValue(ObjectField.DEFAULT_ROW_ID); 

 sys.getField("sys_code").setValue("test"); 

 sys.getField("sys_value").setValue("test value"); 

 sys.getField("row_module_id").setValue("1"); 

 sys.create(); 

 System.out.println("create row_id="+sys.getRowId()); 

 

 // Select and update 

 if (sys.select(sys.getRowId())){ 

  sys.getField("sys_value").setValue("test update");    

  sys.update(); 

  System.out.println("update value="+sys.getField("sys_value").getValue()); 

 } 

 

 // Search 

 sys.resetFilter(); 

 sys.getField("sys_code").setFilter("test"); 

 Vector v = sys.search(true, false); 

 System.out.println("search="+v.size()); 

    

 // Select and delete 

 if (sys.select(sys.getRowId())){ 

  boolean b = sys.delete(); 

  System.out.println("delete="+b); 

 } 

} 

2.61 Hidden flag for single language applications 

The flag next to the user name in the header is now hidden when only one language is configured. 
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2.62 Raw data service 

The web service gateway now provides with raw service. The URL for this service is as follows: 

<URL gateway URL>/rawdataservice.jsp?object=<object name>[&<field name>=<field filter (URL encoded>] 

for objects and: 

<URL gateway URL>/rawdataservice.jsp?lov=<list of values name> 

for lists of values 

The output is a minimalistic HTML table. 

The interest of such low level service is, for instance, for data external source in Microsoft Excel™. Typical 
usage is for reporting purposes when the user want to avoid an export or cut/paste data strategy. 

2.63 Default domain for users and responsibilities 

A new system parameter USER_RESP_DEFAULTMODULENAME allows to indicate which will be default domain 

for users and responsibilities. 

This change is convenient as it is often the case that end users don’t want to choose a module for user and 
right administration. Moreover it is a good practice to have a separate module for the regular users and 
rights. 

2.64 Confirmable actions 

It is now possible to indicate whether an action is to be confirmed or not. This setting triggers or not the 
confirm dialog popup when clicking on an action (on a list or on a form). 

2.65 List of value change constraint 

It is now possible to configure a field-level constraint to dynamically change the list of values of a filed. This 
is convenient when setting business rules where a list of values depends on the value of other(s) field(s). 

2.66 Graphs and charts visibility 

It is now possible to indicate if a graph or a crosstab is visible on lists. This allow to create graphs or 
crosstabs for specific usage (such as displaying on the home page or direct access with specific search 
using an external object …). 

2.67 Init bulk update hook 

A new object hook has been added to handle UI initialization for bulk update: 

public void initUpdateAll(); 

2.68 Domain relaxing 

It is now possible to adjust domain relaxing for generic web UI (useful when a remote application is to be 

integrated as an embedded IFRAME) using the DOMAIN_RELAXING system parameter. 

By default this system parameter is set to none which does not generate any domain relaxing in the HTML 

page header. Otherwise a document.domain = “<DOMAIN_RELAXING value>”; JavaScript statement 

is added to standard HTML page header. 

2.69 Follow links APIs 

It is now possible to indicate whether links should be followed (this has only effect on generic UI forms and 

lists) using object level APIs (setFollowLinks(boolean) and corresponding canFollowLinks()). By 

default link following is on. 

NB: this feature is not considered as enough frequent to justify to be added as a configurable element for objects 
(this may change in future releases) 
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2.70 Search limit APIs 

It is now possible to indicate a maximal limit of fetched rows after a search on an object. This feature can be 

activated using object level APIs (setSearchLimit(int) and corresponding getSearchLimit()). By 

default there is no search limit on objects which correspond to a search limit value of 0. 

Currently this limit is only enforced for UI initiated object level searches but this will certainly be extended to 
other search cases in future releases. 

NB: this feature is not considered as enough frequent to justify to be added as a configurable element for objects 
(this may change in future releases) 

2.71 Search, list, select and data mapping init hooks and constraints 

New hooks have been added for object initialization in the following usage contexts: 

 Before displaying search form: initSearch() 

 Before displaying list: initList(ObjectDB parent), parent is only set when the considered list 

is a panel list 

 Before displaying referenced data selection popup iniRefSelect(ObjectDB parent), parent 

may not be set in particular objectless usages 

 Before displaying data mapping selection popup iniDataMapSelect(String dataMapName, 

ObjectDB parent), parent may not be set in particular objectless usages 

Constraints are now also applied for each of these object events, when relevant the parent BSH variable is 

set port parent object in addition to standard obj BSH variable. 

NB: As for other contexts, these contexts can also be applied using the web services layers using the get meta-
data services passing appropriate context identifier and appropriate context parameters. 

2.72 Place maps (incomplete) 

A new feature has been partly added to allow geographical display of objects that are somehow linked to a 
place location (e.g. address) 

The principle is the same as for calendar objects, geolocalization-related field must be indicated so as the 
engine knows how to display the object on a map. 

All configuration items are in place in this version but the generic web UI does not yet implement map 
rendering. 

This is due to the fact that the choice of a map rendering tool is not yet decided. A possible choice would be 
Google Maps but this would require that the end user subscribe a specific license from Google (if the usage 
of this feature is done on authenticated pages). 

2.73 Single object clear cache 

It is now possible to clear cache for a single object (one instance or all instances) of one user’s cache. 

Typical call for this feature is: 

Grant.getAdmin().clearCache(login, <object name>, <object instance name> or null); 

A null value in instance name means all instances. 
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2.74 State model display control in menu 

It is now possible to configure which states in a state model are displayed in menu shortcuts. This allows for 
instance to “hide” in the menu some non major status and/or avoid to huge searches on final states. 

2.75 Required fields for searches (incomplete) 

New feature is partially in place in this version. This will allows configuring which fields are mandatory for 
searches. 

The web UI does not implement yet this feature but configuration fields are already in place. Full 
implementation is scheduled for next version. 

There will be 3 possibilities for a searchable field in regards to the search: 

 Non mandatory field 

 Absolutely mandatory field, meaning that this field must be filled in any case (with something 
different from a single %) 

 Non exclusive mandatory field, meaning that this field must be filled unless any other non exclusive 
mandatory field is filled. 

2.76 Empty search (and over limit search) handling in search page 

The behavior of search pages has changed in the case there is no result to considered search. Now the list 
is not displayed anymore and a simple warning message is displayed above search page. 

The same kind of behavior is applied when search returns more than specified limit (in that case the 
message is an error message) 

2.77 Fields rendering (incomplete) 

This is still roughly a work in progress but the objective of this feature is to allow configuration of various field 
rendering for same field types. 

For instance a Boolean value can be either rendered as : 

 A yes/no radio button 

 A yes/no select box 

 A checkbox (no null value is possible in that case) 

Same for other field types such as single value (or multiple values) enumerations. 

The configuration field allowing this rendering is in place (at the Field object level) in this new version but no 
rendering effect is actually processed by the generic web U yet. This will be implemented in next 
version. 

The only web UI improvement that of that kind has been included in this version is the width of text fields and 
text areas. The configuration field used for that is the “precision” field which is in that case expressed in 
number of characters. 
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2.78 Cross table exports 

It is now possible to export raw data of cross tables in various formats. Totals, sub-totals and charts are not 
exported on purpose as it is preferable for standard usage in third party tools like Microsoft Excel® (which 
provides with built-in calculations and charting capabilities) 

 

 

NB: XML and JSON export formats are only available to designer profile. 

2.79 New PDF module export 

The module export as PDF document has been completely updated. The scope of enclosed data has 
roughly not been changed. 

NB: This effort was the occasion to develop a PDF toolkit in com.simplicite.util.PDFTool. 

2.80 Health check page 

A simple public health check page has been added for basic monitoring purposes. The URL for this page is 
/<project>/health.jsp 

The output displays basic information about license status, number of users, etc. 
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3 Major bug fixes 
This version does fix several minor or non impacting bugs that are not described below. This includes, for 
instance, inconsistent configuration items, mishandled side effects, etc. 

3.1 Date format for RSS 

To comply with RSS standards, dates are now generated as RFC822 compliant dates in RSS feed 
generated from internal news. 

3.2 CSS overrides in logon page 

The application specific style sheet application.css is now also loaded in logon page, to be able, for 

instance to override default logon styles. 

3.3 Useless right space on IE menu and work zones 

By default, IE reserves a right space for the potential scrollbars within a scrollable IFRAME. This behavior 
used to make the generic web UI rendering slightly different from IE to Firefox (e.g. on menu or work zones 

in some dispositions). This is now fixed using an additional CSS directive (overflow: auto;) on the body 

element. 

3.4 Missing rights for user administration 

There was a missing right on domains for GRANT_ADMIN and USER_ADMIN groups. It was not possible to 

select the default domain for a particular user. 

3.5 Filtered form embedded panels for create/copy/delete 

Embedded panels on form templates (using [PANEL:<ref field id>:<referred object>] 

definitions) are now inhibited when the from context is create, copy or delete. 

3.6 Customized styles not always taken into account 

The customized styles that can be put in application.css file were not taken into account on logon page, 

header, footer … pages. This was due to the position of inclusion of application.css before page 

specific CSS. 

Now all pages include application.css as the very last CSS file (see minor change on disposition 

specific styles). 

3.7 Explicitly managed auto-completion on forms 

So far, no particular directives where set to manage the auto-completion behavior of browsers resulting in 
sometimes weird proposals on object forms, especially with new application auto-completion proposed on 
indexed fields 

Now auto-completion is explicitly turned off on forms except for logon forms. 

3.8 Default object template constant 

The name of the default object template “Base” was still hardcoded. As its value is not supposed to be 

changed it has been set as a global constant (in global.properties, accessible through 

Globals.getDefaultObjectTemplate() API) 

3.9 Post search called on count 

The postSearch() hook (and its scripted equivalent) was called by the engine after the request that counts 

the global number of rows (ObjectManager.getCount()). This did not make sense and was causing 
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problems. This call was consequently removed (pre search is still present for counts because this one really 
makes sense) 

 

3.10 Fixed image update upon upload 

Image fields updates in main form upon upload (initial or update) and deletion done in dedicated popup were 
not working anymore. This has been fixed. 

3.11 Fixed date search on not required fields 

The way searches were made on non required date or date time fields was not correct if the field is not 
required. Searching with a min and/or max date now also returns lines where field is empty for non required 
fields. 

3.12 Workaround on scrolling gadgets 

The scrolling component did not handle properly the case where the list of displayed items is only of length 
1. This is now workarounded adding a second occurrence of the only value in the list. 

3.13 Fixed export of Boolean and text area fields 

Exported Boolean fields in excel always had true/false value. 

Exported text area fields in excel had html text area-like display. 

Exported text area fields in csv could include CRLF. 

These behaviors have been fixed. 

3.14 On change event triggered upon referred/mapped object selection 

When selecting a referred or mapped object, parent objet fields were not fully considered as changed. In 
particular on change event functions were not triggered. This is now fixed. 

3.15 Color picker 

The existing color picker (used in parameters of charts and cross tables) was only working on Internet 
Explorer. It has been rewritten to be cross browser. 

3.16 Scalable fonts 

The existing CSS style sheets were including absolute font size directives (unit px). Now font size directives 

are given as relative (unit em). Which allow correct behavior when adjusting browser’s base font size. 

3.17 Internet Explorer 6 tweaks 

Some tweaks have been added (especially in CSS style sheets) to have better rendering of generic web UI 
on Internet Explorer 6 (which is no longer officially supported but on which best effort is done). 

None of these tweaks changes rendering on modern supported browsers. 

NB: Most of these tweaks also improve user experience on Internet Explorer 5.5. 

3.18 Masked navigation buttons when list contains only 1 item 

Form navigation buttons are now masked if the search list of the corresponding objet has only 1 item 
(previously the buttons were displayed but all were inhibited) 
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3.19 Specific style for action buttons 

Form action buttons are now using a dedicated style buttonaction instead of common button style. 

3.20 Fixed init hooks location 

The location of calls to init hooks (initCreate, initUpdate, initDelete) was not correct as it was 

also done prior to actual save call (and after state transition in case of state transition actions). These hooks 
are now located at the right place, i.e. just before display of corresponding forms. 

There may be an impact on the existing specific code of projects if validation or save management business 
rules have been implemented in init hooks (which is not supposed to be the case, this would be a design 
mistake as init hooks are only dedicated to implement presentation level business rules). 

3.21 Any language for log events translations 

It was not possible to associate log event translations to the “any language” pseudo-language. Log events 
were reporting no translation in that case. It is now correctly taken into account. 

3.22 Incorrect call of field on change JavaScript hooks for linked objects 

The fields on change hooks were called field by field when updating a form from a select box which was 
resulting on potential problems as not all data was updated when calling firsts hooks. This is now fixed by 
calling these hooks only after all data has been updated.  

3.23 Boolean fields management on reference box 

The way Boolean fields were handled in reference select boxes (and data mapping boxes) was not correct 
(especially the empty value was causing system error). Now the syntax for filtering on a Boolean field is: 

 <empty> = true 

 <yes translation> case insensitive (e.g. “Yes”, “YES”, “yes” … in English) = true 

 <yes translation first character> case insensitive (e.g. “Y” or “y” in English) = false 

 <yes translation> case insensitive (e.g. “Yes”, “YES”, “yes” … in English) = true 

 <no translation first character> case insensitive (e.g. “N” or “n” in English) = false 

 “1” = true 

 “0” = false 

 <other> = false 

 


